Party With A Purpose
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Big Mouth
graciously invites
you to attend...

Proposal for a Date: 20 JUNE 2020
fund-raising event
and all round loud
and happy day!
Raise a smile…
raise some money…
raise the roof!
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A 5-point plan for putting a big smile
on the face of Cumbria and beyond…

1) Who?
2) What?
3) Where? 		
4) When?
5) Why?

1)Who

Mission Statement
As we move towards the end of this
century’s second decade, it seems there’s
a lot of darkness in world. A lot of anger,
resentment, blame and recrimination. A lot
of downturned faces. That is not who we
are. That is not what we are about.

the Cumbrian floods always compelled her
to bounce back and do something; show
the whole nation the positive community
spirit that thrives in the North-West, that
helped put Cumbria back together again
after the floods.

Happy Out LOUD is one, single day of events
and activities in Carlisle that aims to turn
that frown upside down; push back and
push up the smile on the face of Cumbria…
and then the UK. We believe that if we smile
in Carlisle the world cheers up and smiles
with us. So think global, but smile local… and
be part of our party.

Nothing is gained by sitting around on the
couch and moping. Instead, Claire got off
that couch and decided she would do what
she could to keep Carlisle smiling as broadly
as it always smiles, with Happy Out LOUD.

We are Cumbria. And we AMPLIFY Cumbria.
So let’s make some noise and make
some money by raising a smile and raising
the roof!
Claire Armstrong is Carlisle born-and-bred,
a local mother who understands all of this
only too well. As the person who – along
with another local mother, Claire Davidson
– founded the Carlisle nightclub and
community venue The Melting Pot, Claire
also had to build herself, her spirits and her
business back up after a fire destroyed her
nightclub, and her plans to help turn the tide
of negativity surrounding her home town.
The personal connection between Claire
and the tragedy of both her business and

And Claire is not alone. Meet… Big Mouth:
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Every campaign needs its mascot!
As you can see, Big Mouth comes equipped with many things, principal among which is…
a big mouth. However he also comes with a one-man band including trombone, accordion,
and erm, walking ‘little-loud’ speaker. Big Mouth is the official mascot for Happy Out LOUD
and you may be hearing quite a bit from him… especially as he comes equipped with his
own Tweeting bird. Yes, the word will ring out loud and true across all channels, including
social media channels:
#WeAmplifyCumbria #RipplesMakeWaves #HappyOutLoud

2)What

The planet, it seems, is not happy. Politically,
there is global unrest on a scale not seen
for decades. Economically, many countries
– both first and third world – are struggling.
Environmentally, we grapple with global
warming while at the same time those in
power deny it is even happening.
We have felt all of this most keenly in
Cumbria. We are told by the media and by
government that our children are miserable
and have nothing to do. They retreat into
their rooms, into their shells, into themselves,
staring into a screen while pretending to
the world that they’re happy. Brexit
uncertainty is taking its toll on the
economy, businesses struggle in this
ruthless recession, and then sometimes
close, sometimes burn down. And if that
combination of punches were not enough,
we have lived through unparalleled natural
disasters, notably the floods of the winter of
2015-16; brutal, relentless, so that just when
you thought you had seen the end of the
water, it came again. Even nature,
it seemed, had turned its back on
Cumbrians, water running unchecked
through newly-cut streams, taking with
it the nutrients from the hearts and souls
of the people.
If people weren’t themselves directly
affected by the floods then they knew
someone who was. The whole community
was mentally, physically and emotionally
drained, not to mention financially… even as
the water itself, finally, drained away. But the

pain and consequences remain.
But those tragic events also revealed the
very best in the Cumbrian people and
revealed the central truth that we are a
community - of shared space and
experience. We grew up together. We have
lived through the bad times together and
we can enjoy the good days together as
well. We can smile together.
People from around the world visit our region
because it is understood to be wonderful and
inspiring. And that is also true of the people
who live here and call Cumbria home.

So what?
Well... here’s what. Happy Out LOUD day is a
unique and innovative way of celebrating our
spirit and resolve, of bringing that community
spirit together, distilled in the pure, shared
experience of smiling, laughing, having fun
and… being happy out LOUD!
Happiness is our natural state of mind, and
we need to find our way back to it. So on one
set day in 2020, we will engender a sense of
immense positivity and happiness, our
response to everything that’s happened
locally, and perceived to be going on in the
world globally.
Simply put, we are not prepared to sit back
and be told that life sucks and we just have
to get on with it. Hell no!

This is the start of the push back… the
resistance. It may well start with just one
smile, perhaps a cheeky chuckle. (All
movements, after all, start with just one first
move). But we know happiness is infectious
and soon we will have all of Cumbria
grinning. Who knows where it will end…
maybe we can even get them smiling
in London!
We need to bring light and laughter to
these dark times and it can all start with
one smile. Don’t hide yourself behind your
PC or the walls of your home. Put down
those screens, throw those curtains wide,
reconnect with love and life. The secret lies
with optimism… people don’t like their spirits
drained by negative people, they like to be
warmed beside the radiator of positivity.
Simply put… be a radiator not a drain!

However, all of this spirit needs channeling,
it needs a focus. So our mission is to take
that one chuckle, then AMPLIFY it into a
broad, infectious guffaw. We know
everyone, deep down, wants to be happy…
it’s more, perhaps, that that desire needs
a little encouragement and direction.

So what are we going to do?
On one nominated day: Think ‘sunshine and
smiles’ on the 20 June 2020, when the sun is
at its highest northern hemisphere
‘The summer solstice’. - The beginning of
summer, when the earths tilt towards the
sun is at it’s maximum, we will create
Happy Out LOUD day!
In the first instance we are asking local
individuals and businesses to sign up for
the day, and promise to do something to
encourage the general giddiness.
Those pin-stripes on your suit are cell bars…
break out of them and be proper reet daft!
Each people-powered event then creates
a community of events, held together by
positivity. And we’ll get that happy spirit, then
AMPLIFY it, to communicate what we are
doing around the country.

Say it once, say it loud… I’m happy
and I’m proud!

Even fun needs a little organising, so here at We Amplify Cumbria we are going to manage
the day itself, and weave all these different events into one collective grin from the face of
Carlisle. That way we can also amplify the visibility surrounding each event, so that everyone
will get to know what a good sport you are.

Join in the fun, make a difference!
We Amplify Cumbria is ultimately about bringing people together to have a good time,
celebrate life and the community spirit that exists in the region, creating memorable
meaningful experiences. - Inspire creativity, dreams and imagination: From culture to
a way of life!
Happy Out Loud Day is our first step towards this. A party with a purpose, a people-powered
event. A chance to do something great together! Funds from Happy Out Loud Day will
support the creative endevours of We Amplify Cumbria and further events in the region. If
you want to live a more creative life, a happier life, your involvement will make all the difference!

So how can you get involved?
Go to: weamplifycumbria.co.uk to get your Party Pass or modify it
to become a Party Starter – with FREE Party Pack to download.

Special Marketing Packs:

Ideal for pubs, clubs, bars, special parties: If you want to get really

involved… if you want to add both that extra WOW to your event to help you get your party
started (in the words of pop star Pink), then we have three levels of enhanced party packs to
help you promote your involvement:

1. Bronze 2. Silver 3. Gold
These levels will include ‘Point of Sale’ branding, and add-on décor for your venue. Depending on
the level of package, as well as being recognised as an official partner of the day, you will also
receive posters to put up in your venue or business, décor such as balloons and bunting, flyers
to give out as you see fit and also the opportunity for your involvement to be flagged and
publicised in our programme and via We Amplify social media channels.
(please contact organisers for further details and pricing points)
And of course that last point is key, because beyond the buzz of being part of this, your
engagement and contribution will be seen as your individual or corporate contribution to
social responsibility and to encouraging the collective, positive, smiley spirit that binds us
all together.

3)Where

Bottom line… wherever you like!
That might be your local pub, favourite
event venue or other unique party space.
Each party will amount to a variety of events,
‘coming together’ with a common goal. We
want to encourage everyone to get out…
to meet-and-mingle and revel in the joy of
being part of a community, especially when
its one as special as our community.
And then we want everyone to be

Happy Out Loud!...

Need a little further inspiration? Well, as an
individual why not wear your loudest,
brightest clothes, be a one-man-band-on
a street corner, pogo your way through your
day? Accessorise with make-up and wigs,
you choose the party theme. Perhaps you
work in a pub or bar, where you could
encourage similar wonkiness: dress up as
party animals, lions, tigers, unicorns... Or to
get the party in full swing -a chimpanzee?
Go bannanas, be the wildest at the party,
show your friends how wild you really are.
“Live the party, love the party, be the party”.
Cheer and dance through the decades...
Throw on your 00’s festival poncho or your
70’s shiny disco suit. Or perhaps the chant of
the day could be the song ‘Happy’ together.
Be Happy out LOUD, wherever you may be
on the day, and feel, like Pharrell, like “a room
without a roof”.

Work in entertainment? Why not sow the
seeds of giddiness with live band karaoke,
a DJ party or silent disco. Invite people to

join you… meet the neighbours… finally say
hello to that person you see every day but
never quite had the courage to connect
with. Make friends as you raise funds for our
shared future, and future happiness.
The possibilities are endless…
if you let your mind wander, a rather
corduroy-straight ‘craft beer’ Carlisle pub
crawl could transmogrify into a zombie
crawl, or one involving pirates, onesies,
three-legged races, pyjamas, superheroes,
crazy hats or little black dresses (that’s for
the fellas, too!). If it’s to Chug a beer, then
make it ‘ShakesBeer’ themed… if it’s to
raise the bar, make it a competition between
cowboys and aliens, or nurses and ninjas.
The only thing limiting you is the walls
of the imagination (and there’s normally
a backdoor in that anyway). We know the
millennials prefer experiential activities…
that people want to engage in collaborative
endeavours, so this fits perfectly.

Don’t just consume humour and suck
up all the laughing gas… produce it,
share it!

4)When

Happy Out LOUD is set for Saturday
20 July 2020, the ‘Summer Solstice’.
Otherwise known as the start of summer.
What better way to celebrate, than to throw
a party. We will work fully towards this final
destination day, which will give us plenty of
time to plan all the fun!
Happy out LOUD will focus on this one key
date when music events, mad antics and
celebrations in the city of Carlisle will provide
the appropriately comedic response (and
elevated combination of two fingers) to
what has happened to this region, and to
the current pernicious atmosphere
pervading across the globe. On this day the
volume will be turned to 11… and the smiles
turned up to 20.

This is a party, yes, but a party with a
positive purpose.

The chuckles will start in Carlisle, but as

good spirits are infectious, they will ripple
out across the nation, gathering volume as
waves of noise are positively amplified and
that spirit is shared, and passed on.
Because there is such a thing as society…
and it is found in the way we connect, and
make each other laugh. It is in our capacity
for humour, in all our hearts and our desire to
improve the mood of one another.

This isn’t even really charity…
We deserve this. We can all be
(hilarious) heroes… just for one day.

5)Why

The why is simple… because we want to
bring people together to have a good time,
celebrate life, put the smile square back on
the face of Carlisle, spread Big Mouth’s big
grin across the nation at a time of little cheer,
and bring the focus of attention back to our
region. Plus, by being part of this – either as
an individual, or business – you will be
investing both in the region, investing in a
general uplift in mood, and also investing
back in your own social responsibility.
Do you want to put your head in the sand
(which really isn’t fun… just ask a local
ostrich) or do you want to make a real
difference, just by having fun? For
a very modest vested interest you will
receive much in return, from the more
unquantifiable realms of good vibes, to
the more quantifiable benefits that come
from being seen to invest back into the
community, in a very visible, and fun way.
Who doesn’t like a jolly good chuckle?
This investment is actually good for
business, improving morale by putting the
smile back on our faces. Happiness is a
positive energy that drives success,
both personal and professional. We want
to tap into that well.
Did you know the motto of the city of Carlisle
is ‘Be Just and Fear Not’. We want to show

the UK the true face of Carlisle. And this face
is not frightened. This face is indeed ‘just’…
just smiling.

But beyond sheer positivity and goodwill,
there are other tangible benefits. You can
feel assured your donation is going back
into more creative projects in the region.
So by investing you plug yourself, or your
business, into the local community and for
a modest investment create opportunities
in terms of connections and reputation.
Show you have a sense of humour…
show you care. Be happy inside and it will
reflect outside, both in terms of your own
contentment and the way others see you.

We also hope the Happy Out LOUD day
will not be a one-off. Indeed we hope
to channel funds into future days, and
spreading the goodwill as far as we can
as we make one another laugh, in a
domino-like chain reaction. We are
sociable animals and we like to be around
people who are happy. Be one of those
people… beacons of positivity… because
a laugh is not a laugh unless it is shared.
We are not on this rock alone. And we
are stronger when we recognise that…
when we share, when we work together,
when we laugh together. We are happy,
we are loud, we are Cumbria. And now we
need to amplify that sprit so that a local
chuckle becomes a global guffaw.

Last word to Claire: “This event will raise funds,
boost morale and raise spirits in the region.
Happy out LOUD will send out a message
that we care and that we can laugh in the
face of adversity”.

Come join in the fun, laugh with us
and let’s raise some money as we
raise a smile… and raise the roof!

Let’s Recap
Who

We are Cumbria. And We AMPLIFY Cumbria. So let’s make some noise and make some
money by raising a smile and raising the roof on Happy Out Loud Day.
- Website: weamplifycumbria.co.uk
Use our hashtags to spread the goodwill across all your social media channels:
#WeAmplifyCumbria #RipplesMakeWaves #HappyOutLoud

What

Happy Out LOUD A full day of wonky events and wacky goings on planned across Carlisle.

Where

Venues across Carlisle... The day will be driven by individuals, and businesses, who have each
signed up to do something positive. That might be your local pub, favourite event venue or
other unique party space. Each party will amount to a variety of music events, mad antics
and celebrations in the City of Carlisle, ‘coming together’ with a common goal. To encourage
everyone to get out… to meet-and-mingle and revel in the joy of being part of a community,
especially when its one as special as our community.
And then we want everyone to be Happy Out Loud!... Need a little further inspiration?
Go to: weamplifycumbria.co.uk to download your FREE Party Starters Party Pack.

Want to become an official partner?

Ideal for pubs, clubs, bars, special parties: If you want to get really involved… if you want to
add both that extra WOW to your event to help you get your party started as well as being
recognised as an official partner of the day and a fundraiser, contact the organisers to find
out more about our special marketing packs.
- Website: weamplifycumbria.co.uk
- For more info. email: info@weamplifycumbria.co.uk

When

On the 20 June 2020, Think ‘sunshine and smiles’ when the sun is at its highest northern
hemisphere ‘The summer solstice’. - The beginning of summer, when the earths tilt towards
the sun is at it’s maximum, we will create Happy Out LOUD day!

And the BIG Why

We Amplify Cumbria is ultimately about bringing people together to have a good time,
celebrate life and the community spirit that exists in the region, creating memorable
meaningful experiences. - Inspire creativity, dreams and imagination: From culture to
a way of life!
Happy Out Loud Day Is a chance to do something great together!...
A party with a purpose, a people-powered event. Funds from Happy Out Loud Day will
support the creative endeavours of We Amplify Cumbria and further events in the region.
If you want to live a more creative life, a happier life, your involvement will make all the difference!

Look who’s got our back!
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We are happy
together!
“We want more
of us, more of
you, more of us,
together!”

Get in touch

If you believe in amplifying Cumbria’s smile and want to help and get involved the first
thing to do is check you can smile (√), check you can laugh (√), and confirm you have
a working sense of humour (√). Checked? Good! Then contact the organisers of
Happy Out LOUD through the following means:

Contact Details
Phone: 07530 438 632
Email: info@weamplifycumbria.co.uk
Events page, party packs and further information available to download
from the website.

Website: weamplifycumbria.co.uk
Keep your smile wide and your pun gun set to maximum pun, and further
information will be forthcoming …

